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Abstract
Desirable features of reliable multicast include low endto-end delays, high throughput and scalability, and meeting
these objectives is not an easy task. We propose a receiverbased (replier) local recovery multicast protocol with dynamic repliers elected on a per-packet basis. Designed to
provide an efficient reliable multicast service without any
cache facilities in the multicast tree, our approach, noted
DyRAM, uses low-overhead active services in routers. After presenting the protocol and some designed and implementation issues the paper compares DyRAM to ARM, the
nearest active reliable multicast protocol in term of functionalities proposed in the active multicast community. Simulation results show that DyRAM performs much better than
an ARM-like protocol which needs a significant amount of
cache to exhibit performances. Additionally, in case some
cache is available for DyRAM and ARM, the study shows
that DyRAM always performs better than ARM.

1. Introduction
The problem of reliability in multicast protocols has
been quite widely covered during the last 10 years. Early
reliable multicast protocols use an end-to-end solution to
perform the loss recovery. Most of them fall into one of the
following classes: sender-initiated, receiver-initiated and
receiver-initiated with local recovery protocols. In senderinitiated protocols, the sender is responsible for both the
loss detection and the recovery (XTP [10] for instance).
These protocols usually do not scale well to a large number
of receivers due to the ACK implosion problem. Receiverinitiated protocols move the loss detection responsibility to
the receivers. They use NACKs instead of ACKs. However
they still suffer from the NACK implosion problem when
a large number of receivers have subscribed to the multicast session. In receiver-initiated protocols with local re-

covery, the retransmission of a lost packet can be performed
by some other nodes in the multicast tree [2, 8, 13, 7, 9, 3].
Recently, the use of active network concepts [11] where
routers themselves could contribute to enhance the network
services by customized functionalities have been proposed
in the multicast research community. Contributing mainly
on feedback implosion problems, retransmission scoping
and cache of data, active reliable multicast offer a general and flexible framework for customized functionalities
in network protocols (although many problems regarding
deployment and security remains). ARM (Active Reliable
Multicast) [5] and AER (Active Error Recovery) [4] are two
protocols that were recently proposed in the research community and that use active services within routers. They
differ in the strategy adopted for solving the NACK implosion problem. In ARM, a receiver experiencing a packet
loss sends immediately a NACK to the source. Active services in routers then consist in the aggregation of the multiple NACKs. In contrast, AER uses a strategy similar to the
one used by SRM and based on local timers at the receivers:
prior to send a NACK packet, a receiver initiates a timer and
waits for a random amount of time. In addition, an active
router in ARM would send the repair packet only to the set
of receivers that have sent a NACK packet (subcast). In
AER, the active router simply multicasts the repair packet
to all its associated receivers. In both protocols, the cache of
data packets is performed within the network (at the routers
in ARM and in servers co-located with the routers in AER)
to permit local recoveries.
Local recoveries can dramatically decrease the recovery
latency. There are basically 2 possibilities for enabling local recoveries: ( ) use some receivers or dedicated servers
as repliers, or ( ) use network elements such as routers. For
instance, the replier could be any receiver in the neighborhood (SRM [2]), a designated receiver (RMTP [8], TMTP
[13], LMS [7], PGM [9]) or a logging server (LBRM [3]) in
a hierarchical structure. Using a replier has the main advantage of requiring a memory usage as low as possible within

network elements and is potentially more scalable. Now, the
choice of the replier can be done in several ways. Protocols
that use some kind of router assistance are LMS and PGM.
LMS consists in adding more topology information with little help from routers. With some specific forwarding functions within routers, the protocol elects a designated replier
(leader) for each subtree to respond to the requests made
by the end hosts. Routers in this case help in the process
of electing a replier for each subtree and perform specific
routing in order to forward requests to the elected replier.
PGM described in [9] is another protocol that uses some
router assitance (not active router, as described previously,
but rather PGM router) to discover and elect Designed Local Retransmitters (DLR must be on the path towards the
source).
The approach we propose use local recoveries performed
by repliers elected amongst a sub-set of receivers. Instead
of an approximate solution based on timers as in SRM, or
a complex DLR discovery as in PGM, the elected replier
in our case is dynamically determined at each lost packet
(without much overhead as it will be described later on), and
not determined at the beginning of the multicast session,
thus justifying the “dynamic replier” property of our active
reliable multicast protocol (noted DyRAM). Since a specific
replier can be chosen for each lost packet, it is therefore possible to have several logical subtrees at the same time for
the recovery process. In addition, this very dynamic choice
of the replier provide load balance features that decreases
the end-to-end latency and reduce the receiver overhead.
As opposed to LMS and PGM, DyRAM uses the concept
of active networking with active services within routers for
implementing several advanced mechanisms including the
replier election. This choice of active networking is motivated by the fact that, although difficult, the deployment
on-the-fly of customized services appears to be more general and flexible than a solution based on a dedicated, static
router (PGM routers for example). However, this choice
leads to some design constraints where the active services
must incur as low as possible execution/memory overhead
within routers since the service will mainly be executed in
software (dedicated routers can take the ASIC solution for
achieving performance).
Therefore we can summarize the motivations behind
DyRAM with the following design goals: ( ) to minimize
active routers load in order to make them supporting more
sessions (mainly in unloading them from the function of
data caching), ( ) to perform a more efficient replier link
election procedure with active services, (  ) to dynamically distribute the recovery task among the downstream receivers to not overload one replier and ( ) to incur as low
as possible execution/memory overheads.
The purpose of the paper is to present the DyRAM approach and comparisons with ARM, the nearest truely ac

tive reliable multicast protocol in term of functionalities
(global NACK suppression and subcasting) proposed in the
active multicast community. We show that the dynamic
replier election successes in providing high-bandwidth,
low-latency and low-overhead for the local recovery procedure. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the protocol. Section 3 presents the simulation
results and section 4 concludes with some future directions.

2. Protocol description
DyRAM is a reliable multicast protocol with a recovery strategy based on a tree structure constructed on a perpacket basis with the assistance of routers. It is an incremental step from the existing propositions but it has
been designed to provide low-overhead active functionalities with a dynamic replier election on a per-packet basis.
The protocol uses a NACK-based scheme with receiverbased local recoveries where receivers are responsible for
both the loss detection and the retransmission of repair
packets. Routers play an active role in DyRAM which consists in the following active services:
the NACK suppression of duplicate NACKs in order to
limit the NACK implosion problem.


the subcast of the repair packets only to the relevant set
of receivers that have experienced a loss. This helps to
limit the scope of the repairs to the affected subtree.




the replier election which consists in choosing a link
as a replier one to perform local recoveries from the
receivers instead of caching data packets at the routers.

2.1. DyRAM general features
Packet structure. In order for DyRAM to work correctly,
we will assume that data packets are labelled uniquely by
a sequence number and also that it is possible to distinguish between an original transmission from a repair (dedicated field in the packet at the IP-multicast level for example). Additionally, a NACK packet contains in its header the
source address, the affected receiver address, the multicast
group address and the sequence number of the requested
data packet.
The NACK-based strategy. In DyRAM, the source
sends data packets to the multicast address subscribed to
by all the receivers. The core functionalities of IP multicast
are assumed to deliver the packets to the receivers, as best
as possible. The receivers are responsible for detecting, requesting and in most cases, retransmitting a lost data packet.

A receiver detects a loss by sequence gaps and upon the detection of a loss, a receiver immediately sends a NACK toward the source and sets a timer. Since NACKs and repairs
may also be lost, a receiver will re-send a similar NACK
when the requested repair has not been received within the
timeout interval. Practically, the timeout must be set to at
least the estimated round trip time (RTT) to the source. In
order to detect the lost of the last packets (no gap in sequence number in this case), a receiver will request them
if no data has been received within a pre-defined receiving
time window. Upon reception of a NACK packet, the source
sends the repair packet to the multicast address.
In order to limit the processing overheads of duplicate
NACKs and to avoid the corresponding retransmissions,
the source, the active routers and the receivers (remember
that DyRAM uses repliers among receivers) ignore similar
NACKs for a certain period of time. According to this rule,
a NACK will be said “valid” if it is received for the first
time or no similar NACKs are received during the discard
time window.
As the receivers contribute in the recovery process, a
receiver that receives a valid NACK will check if the requested packet has already been received. If so it will send
a repair for this packet toward the source otherwise it will
send a similar NACK instead. This NACK will help the
upstream active router to correctly perform another replier
election.

2.2. Routers’ contributions
At the active routers side, the NACK suppression, the
subcast and the replier election services can be implemented simply by maintaining information about the received NACKs. This set of information is uniquely identified by the multicast address. For each received NACK,
the router creates or simply updates an existing NACK state
(NS) structure which has a given life time. Such a structure
contains during its life time, the following information:

 : the sequence number of the requested packet,
 : initially set to 0, is increased for each NACK




packet received. Is reset to 0 after the election.

  : a subcast list that contains the list of links




(downstream or upstream) on which NACKs for this
packet have arrived.
NACK suppression. On receipt of the first NACK packet
for a data packet, a router would create a corresponding NS
structure, initialize a timer noted DTD (Delay To Decide)
that will trigger the election of a replier to whom this first
NACK will be sent. All subsequent NACK packets received
during the timeout interval are used to properly update the

NS structure (rank and subcast list) and are dropped afterward. We use the rank information in some cases to be sure
that all downstream receivers have sent a NACK packet.
Subcast functionality. The subcast list in the NS structure is an important component for the subcast functionality.
This list contains the set of links (downstream or upstream)
from which a NACK has been received. When a data packet
arrives at an active router it will simply be forwarded on all
the downstream links if it is an original transmission. If the
data packet is a repair packet the router searches for a corresponding NS structure and will send the repair on all the
links that appear in the subcast list.
An NS is created as soon as a valid NACK arrived for
which no previous NS was created, and can be replaced
only on receipt of the corresponding repair. An NS structure can be freed also when all the downstream links have
lost the corresponding data packet. This is the case when
the active router receives similar NACK packets from all
the downstream receivers or routers. As we expect to only
free an NS when the corresponding repair is received, when
a repair arrives at the router and finds the corresponding NS
structure, the subList is used to perform the subcast functionality. Nevertheless, if such NS structure is not found,
this means that it was not possible to perform the subcast at
all and the repair is multicast on all the links downstream.
Replier election. The set of information contained in a
NS structure for each received NACK can be used to perform an other key functionality of our approach in addition
to the NACK suppression and the subcast features. This
key functionality is the “replier election” and is specific to
DyRAM.
On reception of a valid NACK, the router initializes a
timer noted DTD (Delay To Decide) in order to collect during this time window as much information as possible about
the links affected by a loss (updates of the subcast list). On
expiration of the DTD timer, the router is able to choose a
replier link among those that are not in the subcast list. This
link may end up to be the upstream one if all the downstream links appear to be in the subcast list. In some cases,
an active router could decide to send the NACK on the upstream link even before the expiration of the DTD timer.
This mainly happens when similar NACK packets are received from all the downstream links. In an attempt to
avoid for the overloading of a particular downstream link,
the router always try to choose a different link from the previously elected one (if available) by respecting a ring order
among them, thus realizing when possible a load balance
(in addition to provide robustness to replier and link failure). The replier would then send back the repair packet to
the DyRAM router which would in turn subcast the repair
packet on all the links in the subcast list.
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Figure 2. Network Model.
Figure 1. Replier election process.


1 shows the replier election procedure where
Figure
  have
lost the data packet number 2. The NACK
will be issued on link 0, will go through some regular router,

arrives at the local DyRAM router ( ) which will select
the link 1 as a replier. For more details about the election
procedure refer to [6].
In some cases, a non up-to-date subcast list may impact
on the decision of the router in the replier election process.
Such a situation may happen due to the fact that receivers
detect losses primarily by sequence gaps in the data packets.
This is why receivers with a shorter latency to the source are
likely to detect losses before receivers farther away. One
consequence may be the election of a replier which has itself lost the requested data packet (and has not issued the
NACK before the expiration of the DTD timer). In this case,
this receiver will simply return a NACK back to the source
and the router will update its subcast list and choose another
replier link.
Reducing the “Delay To Decide” timer overhead. In order to decrease the overhead (longer recovery latency) introduced by the DTD, we propose to keep track within a router
of the received data packets in order to quickly detect packet
losses occurring from upstream and affecting all its subtree.
This can be done simply by maintaining a track list structure (TL) for each multicast session handled by the router.
A TL has three components:

   

is the sequence number of the last data
packet received in order. All packets with a sequence
  have definitely
number less or equal to
been received by the router.




   

   

is the sequence number of the last received data packet.




   contains the list of data packets not received by the router with sequence number greater than
    and less than      . This list is
empty when (       879      ;:=< ) and
65











contains at least one element otherwise.
A router maintaining such a track list (TL) structure is
able to decide to forward the NACK immediately toward
the source instead of waiting for the expiration of the DTD
timer when the requested data packet sequence number is
  and contained in the >5  .
greater than

   

  

3. Simulations
3.1. Network model
We implemented a simulation model of DyRAM (in the
PARSEC language developed at UCLA [1]) and evaluated
its performances on a network model. The network model
considers one source that multicasts data packets to receivers through a packet network composed of a fast core
network and several slower edge access networks. We will
call source link the set of point-to-point links and traditional
routers that connects the source to the core network. Similarly, a tail link is composed of point-to-point links and
routers connecting a receiver to the core network (see Fig.
2). We only consider active routers at the edge of the core
network. This is due to the fact that the core network is
reliable and a very high-speed network. Adding complex
processing functions inside the core network will certainly
slow down the packet forwarding functions.
Each active router ?@ is responsible of A receivers noted
@ JICBEDFDFDGB @H forming a local group. We assume that there
is backbone links between the source and every active
router ? @ .
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where % (' and % <) ' . Fig. 3(a) shows that
with this loss model, we achieve in most cases the targeted
loss rate. Moreover the losses occur in bursts whose length
increases with the loss probability as shown in fig. 3(b).
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3.2. Metrics
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To evaluate our protocol we have defined a set of metrics. Firstly,  * is defined as the number of retransmissions
from the source per packet and gives an idea on the load at
the source.
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To quantify the load at the network level, we use A21
which is the average bandwidth consumed per link during
the multicast session:
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Figure 3. The temporal correlation.

In our loss model, we consider both the spatial and the
temporal correlation of data packet losses. The spatial correlation is introduced by considering a per-link loss rate.
The core network is considered reliable as mentioned previously. For the other links (the source link or the tail
links), the loss probability is noted  . Therefore, the endto-end probability of a packet loss perceived by a receiver
 . The losses at the tail links are asis  < <
sumed to be mutually independent. To take into consideration the temporal correlation of losses, we use the Markov
chain model proposed in [12]. Let  be the transition maB


trix      where   is the probability to be

in state knowing that the current state is  . Our simulations
showed that using the  matrix proposed in [12],  is of

about  < . In order to be able to perform simulations
with different values of  , we introduced the   matrix
defined by:
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#
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where A31D6E8;:F< and A21D>@CB @ are respectively the bandwidth consumed by the NACK packets and the data packets
during the multicast session:
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where 698;:=<QP and >QS(P are respectively the number of
links crossed by the  th NACK packet and the  th data
packet.
The third metric is the completion time per packet which
is the required time to successfully receive the packet by all
the receivers (can be seen as the latency).

3.3. Simulation results
For all the simulations, we set >I  T . A NACK and
a data packet are considered to be of 32 and 1024 bytes
respectively. All simulation model values are normalized to
the NACK transmission time (e.g. the time required to send
or receive a NACK is set to 1, for a data packet this time is
set to 32). For the processing overheads at the routers, we
assume that both NACKs and data packets are processed in
32 time units. In our simulation models, we have taken into
consideration the fact that the repairs may also be lost.
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We verified that the three metrics defined above behave
in the same manner and are dependent on each other. First
we will show the benefit of performing the local recoveries from the receivers. Then a comparison between our
approach (no cache in routers) and ARM (with cache in
routers, no repliers) will be presented. Finally, we will consider the case when DyRAM also benefits from some cache
amount in routers in the multicast tree.
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DyRAM vs. ARM. In this section, we compare our approach to ARM. Figure 6 shows for different loss rates, the
ratio of the consumed bandwidth ( A21 ), the load at the
source in term of number of retransmissions and the completion time for ARM and DyRAM. We took into consideration the percentage of the available cache at the ARM
routers. Without any cache at the routers, DyRAM always performs better than ARM. When ARM benefits from
caching at the routers, it performs better only for very low
loss rates or large cache size at the routers. However for
large loss rates (e.g. 25%), ARM requires more than 50%
of cache at the routers to perform better than DyRAM.
Our approach is more promising because even without any
caching overhead at the routers DyRAM still has better performances than ARM when the latter can use more than
50% of cache.
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Local recovery from the receivers. Figure 4 plots for
DyRAM the number of retransmissions (  * ) from the
source as a function of number the receivers, with and without local recovery, for 5% and 25% loss rates. These results
have been obtained from simulations of a multicast session
with 48 receivers distributed among 12 local groups. The
curves show that the local recovery introduces less load at
the source as the number of receivers increases, especially
for high loss rates. Even not shown, the consumed bandwidth and the completion time are reduced in about the
same proportions.
Putting the recovery process in the receivers requires at
least 2 receivers per active router otherwise local recoveries
can not be realized. Therefore the local group size ( A ) is an
important parameter. In order to study the impact of A simulations are performed with 48 receivers distributed among
groups of different sizes. Figure 5 compares the per-link
consumed bandwidth ratio of DyRAM to an other approach
without any local recovery facilities as the group size is varied. As the receivers number per group increases, the consumed bandwidth is reduced with larger ratios for large loss
rates. In fact when the group size is larger, there are more
chances that the members of the group can recover from
each other. For instance, figure 5 shows that with only 6
receivers per group and local recovery we achieve a gain of
80%.
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DyRAM combined with cache at the routers. Designed
to provide an efficient reliable multicast service without any
cache within active routers, the results presented so far show
that DyRAM does not provide better performances than an
ARM-like protocol when the loss rate is small. However
DyRAM performs much better for large loss rates without
requiring higher overheads.
The results we present now assume that some cache
memory are available in routers in addition to the DyRAM
native local recovery strategy. One interesting question is:
of how much DyRAM’s performances can be enhanced? To
answer this question, figure 7 plots for different loss rates
the gain in consumed bandwidth achieved by ARM and
DyRAM when the cache size is varied over a simple ARM
without caching in routers. The main results are that with
cache facilities at the routers for both protocols, ARM never
performs better than DyRAM even for low loss rates. When
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DyRAM is a reliable multicast protocol that uses on a
per-packet basis a replier chosen among the receivers to perform the recoveries. DyRAM uses active services within
routers to perform NACK suppression, subcasting facilities and the dynamic election of replier. When comparing
DyRAM with ARM, a very similar protocol in term of functionalities (NACK suppression and subcasting), we found
that DyRAM performs better in a large range of loss probabilities.
One of our main concerns while designing DyRAM
was to propose low-overhead (in terms of processing and
memory requirements) and easy to implement solutions for
the active services to be put in routers. Based on small
data structures we believe that NACK suppression, subcast-
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no cache is available at the routers, DyRAM outperforms
ARM and this for any loss rate. As increases, DyRAM
performs better and better. In fact for 25% loss rate, ARM
needs more than 50% of cache to achieve the same level
of performances than DyRAM without any caching at the
routers. To obtain a gain of 20%, ARM must benefit from
40% of cache. Instead, DyRAM without any cache already
performs 40% better and with 40% of cache, it performs
60% better. One different way to look at the figures is that
if DyRAM has only 40% of cache available then it already
performs better than ARM with more than 60% of cache
(for 1% and 5% loss rate). With 80% of cache, DyRAM
has the same level of performances than ARM with 100%
of cache available. Stated differently, about 80% of cache at
the routers gives DyRAM the same features than a protocol
with an infinite storage capacity.
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Figure 6. DyRAM vs. ARM (a) Consumed
bandwidth, (b) Load at the source, (c) Completion time.
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ing and replier link election introduce only low overheads
in routers and that implementations without much performance degradation on the routing and forwarding functions
are possible. We are currently in the process of prototyping
DyRAM on an active network test-bed in order to verify the
simplicity of our proposed solution.
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